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o afiliados. No more Mr. Mean Guy! (3) Publishers, help! Aside from Batsford, Cadogan (now 'Everyman'), and Gambit, I continue to receive precious few books, and even those others I have usually had to specifically request. But when it comes to lesser openings, some of these decisions seem truly questionable. Furthermore, four authors is probably
a bare minimum for such a project. Maybe it's just a coincidence, and one should keep in mind that I'm a person who has rather deeply specialized in certain lines; but too often, I found myself disagreeing with assessments of positions, some of which I feel are rather 'established' (to experts, anyway), and I also found a number of strong and already
published moves missing. NCO quite properly allots little or no space to unsound and refuted lines. I think that they all deserve at least a mention, and, as a result, the next installment (#12) will be a series of mini-reviews, in which I will comment upon some of the books in a relatively uncritical fashion. From the many emails I've gotten, I now believe
that the true state of affairs is this: Francis J Wellmuth was the author of The Golden Treasury of Chess and was listed as such on the original edition of the book. And the first edition of BCO had the unusual situation of Eric Schiller writing the lion's share of the first draft and then turning it over to Keene and Kasparov for a thorough review; I don't
get anywhere near the sense of detail and precision from BCO that NCO gives. But readers who are familiar with the literature about their favourite opening should not be surprised if, from time to time, there are the types of omissions described above. Right off, we have the choice of authors: Burgess, Emms, Gallagher, and Nunn himself are the
cream of the crop in writing about openings. But that's not quite the same as giving short shrift to lines which are speculative, but extremely popular on not just lower, but serodagoj sod airoiam a araP .maragehc songid sovon sorvil sotium ,sªÃm mu ed siam ¡Ãh arof uotse omoc ,9991 ,tibmaG/ssehC namyrevE ;sanig¡Ãp 445 ;rehgallaG eoJ e smmE
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rednopser arap serotiel 01 sonem olep uocovorp zerdaX ed odaruoD Holmes, who sent me the original note, mentioned that I thought someone named Wellmuth had really done the work in this book, but that was a little vague and I just left the horowitz correction point. Each line receives an assessment, a controversy that at least guarantees some
guidelines of the authors. After going through a daytime openings in which I consider myself to have some specialized experience, I began to suspect that in many or in most cases (and I am opened in the course of it), the authors had a controversy to limit your work to the huge database material in their front (as described by Nunn in their
introduction) and did not verify the material with books or articles on the openings involved. Overall, the NCO is a lifeless venture that targets the largest chess community; It should serve as a complement to the increasingly specialized jobs that, as valuable as they are, sometimes pass over the heads of the common player. Let me first point out some
positive points. But I feel able to give my opinion about the first and most important question: "Who is this book to" as I see, this is the book to those of my students (most of them, in fact) that Anything does not have database programs or have no time to use them extensively and want to take only one or two books to a tournament to study, perhaps
with the help of a friend. It is fun once again to have an updated and compelling volume over the openings; And, as I stated in the first, there is a big pill of amateur and developing players for whom this book is exactly the thing. Horowitz evidently 'revised' (some say 'riot') the book and published it under his name. After a masters' day in this book, I
can not do justice in a brief review and, without dam, I will return to comment o o ecenrof ,o£Ãrdap ogoj ed sahnil sa sadot odnirboC .sanuloc samix³Ãrp san siam Essence of contemporary opening theory. This issue is an indispensable work of reference for club and tournament players. Grandmaster Internacional Nick from Firmian is a sometimes
USA champion and an opening theory expert. There is a good feature of other good characteristics for this book. Apparently Fred Reinfeld also did a large part of the editorial work. This is a reasonable (practical) decision - after all, the amount of work involved by researching the published material would be frightening; But in my admitably
preliminary judgment, it seems that a lot of good movements and more accurate ratings could have found the final product inside if the authors took this extra step. In any case, I don't think encyclooping days should be judged by their original material (unless excellent suggestions and innovations simply permeate work in vast notes, which I don't
think is true of BCO or of NCO-YET-e certainly not echoing.) One of the most significant advantages of NCO is important for those readers who do not have a database: due to the use of today's database programs (and At least two of the authors qualify as database database experts,) the reader will be sure that very little of the known meaning was
lost due to human error (for example, forgetting that a line existed, as soon as a transposition was misunderstood It, or simply knowing how the theory breaks in some variation). Well, so, who is not this book for the guess that you will not find many players titled (or even national masters) around a Cápia by Nunn's Chess Openings, because A Theory
is, in the own phraseology of Nunn 'Ruthlessly Weed Out,' and the variations are 'short cut' to such an extent that the advanced players will simply find enough that they do not You know already in it. Congratulations authors for the successful completion of this frightening task! in fact, considering how many of the nco oraries will be mid-range club
players, the, and , I.cnI.,moc.nozamA.0202-6991 ©Â .'srehsilbuP namyrevE' won si nagodaC ,detacidni tsuj I sA .ecneidua dednetni s'koob eht tnaveler erom dna ,lacinhcet dna tcartsba ssel si evah ? sredaer 000,03 saw etamitse eno ;edilsdnal a yb ylbaborp( erus m'I ,dnuora etis ssehc daer-ylediw tsom eht si CIWT .nward yldab neeb evah ot smees
'elbanoitnemnu' dna 'ralugerri' neewtebsince it was mainly supplanted by detailed leaflets corresponding to only one or two of the 500 ECO codes! Thus, the opening day of an encyclopedia volume seemed past. Now I don't want to get into an unfair game of pointing things like: "Look, there are 11 columns in the Marshall Gambit and only 10 in all the
9.Ne1 Indian of the King!" In fact, I think that if you use your judgment fairly, you will find that the authors were quite considerate about such spatial allocation decisions when it came to mainstream openings. Many of us grew up in the encyclopedia of a volume, for example, Modern Chess Openings (MCO,) Openings: Theory and Practice, or Batsford
Chess Openings (BCO,) among others. Stefan Buecker, for example, will get upset to see the complete omission of most of his favorite openings, for example, he collected many games with and wrote a whole book in 1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 c5 3.d5 Ne4 ('the Vulture'), which is at any non-refutable rate, and must have obtained at least one footnote. Let me
emphasize that this seems a more serious problem than it is. The classic chess reference book, as seen in the Netflix Gambit. The standard reference work in chess openings for more than half a century, winning the epithet "the bible of the chess player". I was surprised to see, for example, that the Blackmar-Diemer Gambit (1.d4 d5 2.e4 dxe4 3.Nc3)
was given only a very short footnote (8 socks lines,) and that the order 1.d4 d5 2.Nc3 Nf6 3.e4 Nxe4 4.Nxe4 dxe4 was fully covered by "5.Bc4 impar". There are several other cases of semi-respectable, popular openings that are brushed out and mis-evaluated by NCO (many of the lines treated in The Big Book of Busts by Eric Schiller and I, if you want
to find some examples.) Unavoidably, I encounter some problems with this book, although I don’t think they will impact on the average player veryLarge to all who sent me material on this subject. In others I'm sure the market still exists for such a book, and I think Everyman/Gambit deserves credit for making the considerable resources and energy
that this project clearly required. Nunn further states that there are "literally hundreds" of innovations spread throughout the book, although in the articles/publications it is written, as well as in the Introduction to the book, it continues pointing to the same three examples. The important thing (and the hard thing for someone like me to see at first) is
that for a vast majority of active players, the material is deep and accurate enough to keep them busy and learning for a long time. Apparently, the second BCO was made by a team of Russians, but for me anyway, also lacks the above-mentioned accuracy. E 1.g4 (used by GM Skembris and a series of IMs) receives a 9-mode footnote stretch on a rarely
used sideline, ending in equality! The real point is that such openings have loyal followers and a considerable body of practice and material published behind them; in some way this must have been taken into account. Besides, there is no explanation for the beginner, who would really be out of his depth here. I don't know what the failure occurred
here; I'm quite confident that Cochrane is simply innocent, and two of the easiest ways to refute it are not even mentioned by NCO. But instead, we have the opening of Nunn chess ('NCO'), a massive and ambitious attempt to revive the encyclopedia of opening a volume. How they will like this new solutionÿ A lot, I guess. And I should also mention
the cases where one of the authors clearly made pore about loads of complex theory to indicate the best game (and very possibly took advantage of the published theory to do so). I think the databases didn't have many or proper games. All rights reserved. All .odniv-meB .odniv-meB .sadniv-meb
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